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A delimnon of topological hyperbohclty IS presented &hlch apphes to flxcd 
points of diflcomorphisms as well as :o singularitics of vector fields. Its strength 
relative to other definitions of topological hypcrbolicity is cxplorcd. In particular. a 
thcorcm of I;. W. Wilson vahdating the Coleman Coqecture concermng topological 
equivalence of flows is strcngthencd, and its correspondma statcmcnt for 
topological conjugacy shown false. An analogue of the Coleman Conjecture for 
difTeomorphisms is shown to be false m every cast. c !987 Accuicm~c I’r rs. Inc 
At the Fifth International Confcrcnce on Nonlinear Oscillations, 
C. Coleman con.jectured that if two flows on a Euclidean space, each with 
an isolated singularity at the origin, have the same local geometric struc- 
ture (exprcssccl in terms of their local stable and unstable sets in 
neighborhoods of the origin) then the flows are locally topologicaily 
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equivalent [S]. Wilson gave a technical formulation of the geometric con- 
dition, now called “topological hyperbolicity,” in the neighborhoods of the 
singular poinls, using the language of isolating blocks [ 141, and confirmed 
the validity of the conjecture when at least one of the local stable or 
unstable manifolds has dimension one ([15], see also [16]). Neumann 
provided a counterexample in the case that both manifolds have dimension 
two [9]. Walker provided counterexamples for cvcry case in which one or 
the other of the stable and unstable manifolds has dimension two [12]. 
Finally, Pixton constructed counterexamples for all remaining cases [lo]. 
In all thcsc works the technical setting provided by Wilson is used. 
In this paper we take up the question of the corresponding conjecture in 
the cast of discrctc actions. i.e., (cascades of) diffeomorphisms. Wilson’s 
formulation of topological hypcrbolicity dots not apply to diffeo- 
morphisms, however. so our first objective is to provide a definition of 
topological hyperbolicity that applies to both flows and diffcomorphisms. 
We bclievc our definition to bc in close agreement with Coleman’s original 
exposition [5]. 
Second, we compare the relative strengths of these versions of 
topological hyperbolicity in relation to the truth or falsity of Coleman’s 
Conjecture. In particular, we strengtbcn Wilson’s result by showing that. 
provided certain sections of the flow arc known to exist within the stable 
and unstable sets, the isolating block structure riced not be assumed at all, 
but is forced to exist by hypotheses on the stable and unstable sets alone. 
Finally, we formulate a “Coleman Conjecture” for diffeomorphisms, and 
demonstrate its falsity in all dimensions. 
It is a plcasure to acknowledge several helpful conversations with our 
colleague Richard Gillette. 
I. TEKMILNOLOGY AYUD NOTATIOS 
We Ict 03” dcnotc Euclidean n-dimensional space? and for any pair of 
non-negative integers s and u whose sum is II, we identify W’ x R”’ with KY’. 
WC let ID” denote the unit disk in W”, and S” -’ the unit sphere in KY. The 
topological interior, boundary, and closure of a set S are denoted Int(S), 
Bd(S). and Cl(S), respectively. 
Throughout this paper, A’ will denote a c” vector field. r 3 0, defined on 
a neighborhood 11 of the origin in R”, such that X(0)=0, and for which 
solutions IO initial value problems Z(t) = X(x(t)), x(O) = .x0 E D arc unique. 
We let I!([, X) denote the corresponding reversible local flow generated by 
A’. Tf CT is a ncigbborhood of 0 in D, the local .rtahk wt of 0 d~termirwd hi
U is the set LV(O, U) of all points 17~ U satisfying (i) q(~,p) exists on 
[O, ^ c ), (ii) q(/, p) E U for all t > 0, and (iii) I?(/, p) tends to 0 as t increases 
without bound. The loyal zmstahl~~ srt of 0 d~mw~ir~~‘d hi CJ-is the locai 
stable set for the reversed flow (the flow generated by -. X). It is denoted 
M’“(O: I’). 
For any set SC D, the ingyming se/ of Bd(S! is the set Rd(Sj ’ = 
{ p E Rd(S) / them exists I: > 0 such that I E ( --i:, 0) implies v]( f, i)) C$ S), The 
~gressing ret Hd(S’- is the ingressing set for the reversed flow. The,/br\rurd 
a.s~wzptotic set in S is A ’ (S) = {,D E S ) for t 3 0: ~(i: .n) E S (if it is 
defined) 1: and the lmkwrd uymptolic set is 
A (.S)=j~~Sjror[~O~~l(t.p)f5’(ifit isdefined)!. 
If Y is a second kector ticld dclincd on a neighborhood E of 0, generating 
the local flow jr(t? .u), then X and Y are zopologidi~ rquicczlau if there 
exists a homeomorphism h: II -b E carrying orbits of X (oricnted by direc- 
tion of flow) onto orbits of Y, prcscrving orientation of orbits; X and Y are 
:opolo‘~ic,all~. mnjtrgate if the equivalence homeomorphism can be chosen si: 
as to prcscrvc the paramctcr 1: that is, h(q( I, I)) = li( 1; h(s)) whenever botk 
sides arc defined. (This terminology is widespread. but is not consistel;t 
with that in some of the refcrenccs). Tf 0 is an isolated singularity of Y. then 
X and 1’ are lopologic~all~~ cyuiculml [sorzjugatc ] on nci~hborhoo~.~ of’ 0 
(also called eguiwlmt [conjugutc 1 nmr 0 or local!i~ cy~irulent icmjuga/c 1 j 
if them exist open neighborhoods M: N of 0 such that X bas no singularity 
but 0 in 34, 1’ has no singularit> but 0 in ;V. and X / M is topologicaily 
equivalent [conjugate] to Y I ~2:. 
E‘or difkomorphisms only the notion of conjugacy applies: two < ! 
diffcomorphisms ,J and g arc zopolo~~icall~ c*or;jugar~ if them exists ;: 
homeomorphism Iz for which /,,I? = h ‘g (on the appropriate sets). 
By the Coleman Conjecture we mean the following statement. whose 
precise meaning depends on the choice of definition of “topological hypcr- 
bolicity” from Section 2. 
For future reference WC state Wilson’s result mcntioued III the Introduc- 
iion. 
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In this section we present three defintions of topological hyperbolicity of 
the singularity of X at 0, and explore their relative strengths, particularly in 
reference to the truth or falsity of Conjecture 1.1. 
When I’ 3 1. the singularity of X at 0 is said to be hyperbolic ((jfirz&~ sj 
if no cigcnvalue of the linear part of X at 0, &L(O). has real part 0 (and 
exactly s eigenvalucs have negative real parts). In such a cast it is well 
known that the stable and unstable sets arc C’ immersed submanifolds. of 
dimension .S and n-s, rcspcctively, which are tangent to the stable and 
unstable cigcnspaces of rLi’(0) at 0; hence they ha\/c a transverse intersec- 
tion at 0. The idea of “topological hyperbolicity” is simply to capture the 
geometric behavior of the local stable and unstable sets. The lirst dctinition 
is due to Wilson [ 141. 
2. I. DE:PINIIIOY (Topological hypcrbolicity, isolating block version). The 
singularity of X at the origin is topologically hyperbolic of type (s, u), 
where s and u arc non-negative integers whose sum is n: if there exist 
neighborhoods N and U of 0, 7V 5 UC D, and a homcomorphism 
h: U+ R” onto its image, such that 
(i) /7(O) = 0; 
(ii) h(N) = D’ x [ic”; 
(iii) /7(Hr/(N)’ )=S- ’ x [IL m7f//2(&/(‘(N)-)= JYxs” ‘; und 
(iv) /z(lI ’ (,I/)) = D’ x (0). und /z(A (IV)) = (0) x D”. 
In short, the definition specifics that there be a neighborhood N of 0 
which is an isolating- block [6]. and that this block be homeomorphic, via 
a homeomorphism preserving all distinguished subsets, to the isolating 
block FI” x D” of the standard linear hyperbolic vector lield of index .S on 
R’+ ‘I, namely X ,,,, (.a-, JI) = -*Y(i?j&) +~(?/f$), .YE R”, I:E R”‘. 
In [14] Wilson explains the reasons, in relation to Coleman’s Conjec- 
turc, for requiring the existence of an isolating block for X, containing 0. 
Note that if X i., equivalent near 0 to X,,,d: it must have this isolating block 
neighborhood: which imposes a good deal of structure off the actual stable 
and unstable sets. Thus this formulation of topological hyperbolicity favors 
the truth of Coleman’s Conjecture 1.1. As a result the counterexamples, 
when both s and II arc greater than 1, are all the more striking. 
The following definition is a priori weaker, in that it makes no 
requirement of any structure (such as transverse manifolds to the flow) off 
the stable and unstable sets. We will prove below that it is equivalent to 
Definition 2.1 when .s = 1 or u = 1 (and neither is 4). thereby strengthening 
Theorem 1.2. 
2.2 DEFINITION (Topological hyperbolicity, topological transversality 
version with spherical sections). The singularity of X at 0 is topologicalj! 
hyperbolic of type (s, u), where .S and u are nonnegative integers whose sum 
is n, if there exist a neighborhood Z’ of 0: [I c 11: and a homcomorphism 
h: U--f W x $3” = R” onto its image, such tha: 
(i) (~E:LT( q(r,~)~tifor all t (where definedj\=~~O): 
(ii) h(0) = 0: 
(iii) h( l#“(O, U)) c R‘ x (0} und h( W”‘(0, li)) c (ii) x R”; and 
(i\,) there exists a topological (s - I )-sphere (3, c CZ”(0. L:) which is a 
global section of the flow of X ( I+“(O. li), and a topological (U - 1 )-sphere 
5, c lY”(O, r;) which is a global section of the flow of X ( i4”‘;O. P’j. 
Neither definition of topological hypcrbolicity given so far has ;in 
analogue for discrete actions. We now formulate a ddinition I hat does. 
2.3. D~~r~~-rro~ (Topoiogical hyperbolicity. topological transvcrsali!y 
versior;). A singularity of X ‘it the origin is topologically hyperbolic of 
type (s. u), where s and II arc nonnegative integers whose sum is ‘7. if thcrc 
exists a neighborhood C. of 0. I: c D. and a homcornorphism h: L’ -+ W” 
on:o its image, such that 
6) {;I E LT 1 q(t. ,I)) E C; for all t (where dcfincd)) = ,;!I:; 
(ii, 11(0)=0; and 
(iii) h(M*“(O. F))c W’x {O} and /I( M/‘“‘(O, Lj)c ‘(0) x 2”. 
It is obvious that if a singularity satisfies the conditions of the Isolating 
Block Version of the definition of Topological Hqer’nolicity 
(Definition 2.1): then it satisfies the condition of the version of the 
definition demanding topologically transversality and spherical sections 
(Definition 2.2). WC now seek to prove a conkersc in the (1. z) and (s, i ) 
cases (the cases in which Coleman’s Conjecture i.: is true). The principic 
difficulty will bc in establishing the existence of codimension-one sub- 
manifolds-with-boundary which play the roles of Bd(X) and Bd(N) -- ir: 
the isolating block (2.1). We begin with to lemmas. 
2.4. LEMMA. [f tht> singulurit4; of X at 0 is topdogic~all~ h~perho!i<~ 
( l‘npologka! tran.sversalit:,~ wrsion, with spherid wetions) (D<jJt’niiion 2.2 ). 
therr h nzu~* he choscrz so that h(o,) = S ’ x (0) mti hjo,,) = {O: x S” !. 
I’rooj: The proof is relatively straightforward and is left to ~hz 
reader. 1 
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In the next lemma, the condition that .S or u bc 1 cnlers into the proof in 
several essential ways; WC do not know if the Icmma, hence the theorem 
following it, is true in any other casts. However, it would be no 
improvcmcnt, from the standpoint of the use to which we wish to put the 
theorem, for the lemma to be true when ncithcr s nor u is 1, since our goal 
here is lo strengthen Wilson’s Theorem 1.2, and to support the validity or 
our choice of definition of topological hyperbolicity for fixed points of dif- 
fcomorphisms (see Remarks 2.7 and 2.8 and the discussion following them). 
The condition that neither s nor II be 4 is a drawback, since it means that 
for the splittings (s, u) = (1, 4) and (s. u) = (4, 1 ), the Coleman Conjecture 
is true, but Dctinitions 2.1 and 2.2 might not be cquivalenl. This latter con- 
dition rcllects the theorems of gcomctric topology used in proving the 
lemma. 
2.5. L1:MM.A. Suppow /he sing&wily of’ X (It 0 is topologicull)~ hyperbolic, 
uccording 10 Ikfinition 2.2 ( Topological transwrsality cmion, with sphericul 
sections), und that u = 1 und .s # 4. Then /here exi.sts (1 homeomorphism 
H: S’ I x [ - I ) 1 ] --f I/’ onlo ils image sudi that 
(i) Ci(S’ ‘x {O))=o, md 
(ii) H(Y ’ x [ -. I, I 1) is u locul secrion of /he ,flou g-erzcruted by X. 
The anfrlngo~~s result koIuIr when s = 1 und u # 4. 
Proof: The basic geometric idea of the proof is fairly simple, but the 
details of the construction arc laborious. We will sketch out the proof for 
the cast u = I, and note points where cart must be cxerciscd. For simplicity 
of notation WC let (T denote r~,, and suppose Lemma 2.4 has been applied. 
Since there is a continuous vector field X. at every point p E cr there is an 
actual s-dimensional disk I), transverse to Ihe flow. By shrinking the radius 
of II,, we can arrange that the projection of (T onto II,, by the flow (which is 
just W’(O. V) n n,) has a single path-component, call it B,,. Define a con- 
tinuous mapping T[,: B,, -+ R to be the unique time of intersecton (which 
can be arranged to bc bctwcen -t and 4 of the trajectory through a point 
of B,, with (T. Extend T,, to all of n,, (Tietzc Extension Theorem), an Ict E,, 
be a closed. simply connected neighborhood of B,] in the path component 
of r,;‘( L -;, f]) containing p. Then 2’,, = { q( r,,( y), J) i 1: E L?[, 1 is a closed, 
codimension-one cmbcddcd submanifold-with-boundary of W”, which con- 
tains a neighborhood of p in o and is a local section of the flow. By com- 
pactncss of o WC choose finitely many points p, ,..., p,;, and label 
corresponding sections 2‘, :..., Z,, so that, letting 0, denote Zin fi, the 
collection {lnt(a,)(rel (T) 1;: , covers 0. 
The next step is to USC the flow to piece together these J submanifolds- 
with-boundary into a single codimension-one section passing through 0. TO 
see how the construction goes: suppose Int(cr,) ,T Int(o,<) # $3 (interiors 
taken relative to CT). We remove a small relatively open neighborhood M o!’ 
Bd(o,) n Bd(rr,)(rel 6) and separate Cl(a,)- Int(5,C)- :W and 
Cljo,) - Int(rr,) - M by disjoint closed sets H and S in ,lR”. WC would now 
like simply to USC perfect normality of 2” to choose a continuous fun&o\:: 
ji if? ---f CO, 1 ] c R such that f’ ‘(0) = R and f’ I( 1) == S. ‘l‘hcn letting z(!?‘; 
denote the time flow from 2, (near C,I to X,, ;\c would dcfinc a section 
over (o,no,)- M as z‘,,= (q(.f’(p)r(p).p) i MEL,). using /‘and the flow 
to “avcragc” 2‘, and 2,. Actually. ,1‘(p) is always evaluated at a point of X,. 
so we must modify R and S, so that if R is transported by the !low at 5zast 
as long as the longest time to reach X, from pornts of .X; P R. S is no! 
cncountcred. WC must also bc careful to insure that cntirc segments of :x- 
jectorics between 1, and 2‘, do not lcavc flow boxes tilth T,, and z‘: as ‘;a.- 
tions. and then return. 
It is tedious but not difficult to handle such tcchnicalitics. In the wd: ac 
have ;! codimension-one cmbcddcd submanifold-with-b~~l~n~i~~ry X oi‘ 5;” 
passing through CT, which is a local section of the flow. 
The next step is to show that CT is ;I flat sphere in X. If s < 2 this is !S:: 
classical Schocnflies theorem. If s 3 3. we proceed by showing that there is 
;L neighborhood Q of CT in Z so that Q --CT is uniformly local!y simply corl- 
nectcd (denoted 1 -U LC; a set is I-IJI..C if for any :: > 0 there is a 6 > 0 such 
Ihat, if ;; is any loop in S of diameter less than 6: then :’ an bc shrunk ii? 
S) to a point in a set of diameter less than E). ‘T‘hc argument is ‘ny cc.n- 
tradiction. Since shrinking any loop in YE”- U”(t). C’) prqjects by the f!oa 
to a shrinking of a loop in Q -- (T, if Q - 0 were not I-lJLC, W” tr”!,O. [,.1 
could not bc either (hcrc we must eslimate the anounl of contraction or 
expansion of the loop in R”- l+“(C), C) by the projeclion onto 2‘ by !h:: 
flow). But this absurd. since M”(C), U) is know to bc flat. Thus Q -I; is 
I-LJL,C, hcncc when dim G = s - I # 3: (T is 3 llat sphere in Q (set 112.i ii 
.Y = 3. and [7] if s > 5). Thus (T is locally bi-collared in 2‘. hcncc hcczw 
IVlO. r,‘) divides space. is hi-collared in Z [4]. that is, there is i.1 
homeomorphism g: (T x (- I, I )) + Q such &at ;<:((T x ( .- i, 1)) il; I‘. 
neighborhood of o in Q and G(.x: 0) = .Y for ~111 x E CT. This clear!); impiks 
the exiance of the required homeomorphism H. 1 
Proo,L We give the proof for the cast: II = 1. Suppose .Y satisfies the con” 
dition of Definition 2.2. Apply Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 to obtain a map 
H,: s” I x r 1, I] -+ I/’ which is a homeomorphisrn onto its image, and is 
such that II,(S’ - ’ x {O})=G$ and ~:,=il,(S’ i xc--l. 11) is a section oi‘ 
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the flow generated by A’. Choosing a small disk transverse to the flow at 
each of the two points of c,,. clearly WC may construct a homeomorphism 
H,,, : S” x D! ’ + U onto its image such that H,JS”x {O))=G,, and 
rc,, = H,,(S” x ED’) is a section of the flow generated by X. 
Since W(O. Ly:‘) has codimension one, we construct the required isolating 
block in two “halves.” First, there exists 6 > 0 such that the forward trajcc- 
tory of any point in the H,-image of s”- ’ x (0. ci] crosses z,~ before leaving 
II. For (s. J!) E S’ - ’ x (0, S]: let T(X: ,j.) > 0 be the time of first intersection, 
and define (SW Fig. 1) 
and 
(7r,),, E H, (S’ ’ x [ 0, ;I,). 
Dcfine a map 11,: (x1),, u 2‘,, + s’- ’ x [0, 1 ] as follows. For p = flJx, J), 
H,(-v, !:I E (rc,,),,, Ict h,(p) = (x, 4:): for r,=11(((2/cS)~- 1) ~(.x,Jv), 
I{,(-5 .!.)I E 2’,: let h,,(p) = (.~,(2!6) j’- 1). Then h,, is a homeomorphism. 
The set C,, intersects (rc,,), in a flat topological (J - 1 )-sphere, which 
bounds an open (rel rt,,) s-cell in rc,, [3]. Let (rr,,), denote the closure of the 
s-cell. and let gr,:(~,~)n+D'x (l}cD‘xS"cR‘xR" be any 
homcomorphism which agrees with h, on Bd((rc,,),)( rcl rc,,): and which 
sends the point C, n rc,, to (0, 1) E D‘ x iJI3’“. 
FIG. I. Construction of an Isolating block. 
Similarly from the analogous sets 2‘,,, (n, ii?: and in,),,, ard 
homeomorphisms h,: (z,j!, u .Z,, --, S‘- ’ x [ -- 1.0] and g,: (z,,),, -+ ti‘ x 
(- 1 i. Then 
is a flat topological .v-sphere, and g,,, h,,; h[,, and gh taken iogcthcr form a 
homcomorphism, call it /z, of S onto (Y ! x il; i 1) u (3’ x .S”j - 
Bd(D’ x D”)c 1% x R”. (It is flat off [X, P (x,~),,] v [Z,, n (E,),,] since it is 
locally bicoliarcd by the flow; it is locally flat along these intersections by 
an argument as in Lemma 2.5 (locally flat a flak).) Thus S bounds ac oyn 
n-ccl1 3’ containing 0. By construction, 
(I~d(:\~))+=(S)--=2‘,,u(;2,),,u(7i,j,,u.~,,~S’ ‘XG’ 
(&i(N) - (S) = (7c,,j,, u (n,),, z 83’ x s” 
il~(:t')=~0)u~~(f,H,(,x,O))I/~0.sES‘ '1 
and 
,-I (TV)= {O) u (q(t. Z/,,(.r,O) 1 tdo..rES”). 
It remains LO extend II to X, in such a way thal W’(O, 1.‘) P, A’ maps icto 
R’ x (0) and W’(0. 11) n A: maps into 0 x P”. By construction. W(C), C..) 
divides ?2; into two components. Let X,, and A/, be their closures. WC dcfinc 
the extension of 17 inductively. obtaining at each stage (corresponding ho 
some II E Z ’ ) an extension on all of !V cxccpt a subset of the ball B(O: l;a). 
The extension is performed in three steps for each of A’,, and ‘I;,,. We freal 
3,, first. 
Step 1. Decompose the subset of A’ where II has not yci been defined 
into four subsets, intersecting along [heir boundaries. Choose a 
neighborhood R,, of the point CJ,,” (~,,!c, in 7r,, such thal 
R,, c C’,, l(C, e (n,,),) and lhat. for some K,! > Iz (we will w-itc K 
for K,j, 11 ,JRw)cH(O, 1:‘~). Let ~=dist(q, .hO,(R,,),O)>O. Choose 
c,E(O, min(c,, ,: li’n))(c,, 3 1 ) so that, for some, .L,, > n (we wiil write 1, for 
L,). r/,(fZ,(S’ ’ x [O, c,J)) c X(0. ;/I,. Then (as is easily verificd’i 
?i hO1(R,inrll,,.,(H,(S ’ x [0, I:,,]))=@. Set H,,=H,(S’ ! x [O, I:,!]) 
and C,, = { rl(z(x. yj, H,(.u, y)) I If,,(x: ~)r:n,). The four subsets are isee 
Fig. 2) 
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’ I / - 
I ! I 
\ i’ 
\/c 
--c, (solid pluq) 
and 
(Actually I?, overlaps with 8, for 0 6 j< II - I, as does c,, with C?, for 
0 <,j < II - I, but the exposition is casicr when the overlap is allowed and 
the construction is consistent). 
S’tcjp 2. Extend h to B,, and c,. Letting p( t. (x, I’)) denote the flow 
generated by X,., we extend II as the unique homeomorphism which agrees 
with h on B, and C,, and which con.jugates rl and p in b,, and c,,. 
Specifically, for H,(x, y) E R,, and I E [0, L], 
Step 3. Extend 12 to A,. Thus far h is defined on a subset of Bd( A,,) 
that is homcomorphic to 
S’ ’ x [O, l] x {O} LJ S’ ‘x[o;I]x{l)u[s’ ‘x(O) 
x ([O: i] u [$; l])] us”- ’ x ( 1 ) x 10; 11 c Brl(S‘ ’ x [O. ! ] x 1;o: 1 jj. 
(The iast interval collapses to a point when II = ! ). It can be extended CC a 
homcomorphism of ci:, onto (r~(t, (s, I,)) 1 .YE S ‘, ,VE Cc,,: zn i: 
TV CO: +(x. ,v)]), where <(CC, J) = .-In 1: is the time required to flow from 
ix, ;) E S” ’ x D” to :he first (and only) intcrscction of the X,.,,-trajectory 
through (x. J) with D’ x ‘I 1 , ’ I. Choose any such cxtcnsion. 
Perform the analogous construction on A’,?. 
For any /REM- ,O,, f ! h(p) is defined after finiiely many stages. Sct!ing 
h(O) = 0, h -is by construction a continuous. one-to-one map of :V onto 
!Q’ x ‘I?‘:’ that prescrvcs all distingulshcd subsets, hcncc is ?hc required 
homcomorphism. m 
2.7. Rmark (Equivalence of (2.1) and (2.2)). Since the countcrcxam- 
plcs to the Coleman Conjecture 1.1 mentioned in the Introduction. for- 
mulated in the setting of Definition 2.1, are countercxamplcs ?vhcn 
Definition 2.2 is used to define topological hyperbolicityt WC see !hat 
Defmitions 2.1 and 2.2 arc equivalent as regards the truth or falsity of the 
Coleman Conjecture (cxccpt possibly when s or 14 is 4). 
2.8. Rcmurks (Equivalence of (2.2) and (2.3)). 
(a) If it is known that W’(0, I:‘) and CV”(0. t’) arc smooth cmbeddcd 
suhmanifolds of R’ ’ ‘I. and also that X is <I’, r > I, then when neither J nor 
2 is 3 or 4, Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 are cquivalcnt. For then there is a (I” c!if- 
feomorphism H of a neighborhood of 0 onto its image: such that 
!I( W’(0. Uj) c R’ x {O}: and dlI. (A’ j IY‘(O~ L’) j gcneratcs a flow posses- 
sing a gioiwl section which is a smooth homotopy (s - 1 Lsphcre F 13 j. 
which ‘by the Generalized Poincar6 Con.jccture is a sphere, Similarly for 
x 1 W”(O: l-). 
(‘0) At the other cxtrcmc, in the cast of topological flows (no: 
necessarily having a C’” tangent vector field X), one can construct a flow ori 
!@. for example, with an asymptotically stable singularity at 0 and a globai 
scclion which is a homenmorphic opy of t!le one-point compactif;;cation B 
of Bin&s “‘dogbone space” (B is a non-manifold such that B x W 2 S’ x U 
[I:]. ‘Thus in this category Definition 2.3 is strictly less restrictive than 
Definition 2.2. 
We do not know whether or not Definitions 2.2 and 2.3 are cquivale!:’ iri 
gencrai. 
Lr? ihe Iollowing section WC define topological hyperbolicity of fixic:d 
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points of diffeomorphisms using Defintion 2.3, then construct countercxam- 
pies to an analogous conjecture to the Coleman Conjecture for flows I. 1, in 
every splitting (s, 21). The upshot of Remarks 2.7 and 2.8 is that the failure 
of the truth of the conjecture is not a result of an insufficiently restrictive 
definition of topological hyperbolicity. 
Zf fi 1) --, W” is a C’-diffcomorphism, r30, onto its image, such that 
,J(O) = 0. then we may define, for any neighborhood U of 0, the local stuhle 
SPI determined by U to consist of all p E I/’ such thatJ’“(p) E U for all k E Z ’ 
and J’“(p) tends to 0 as k increases without bound (by .f” WC mean the 
k-fold composition .f’ ,f\) .. . 7.f of ,f). We denote it W’(0, c/‘). The local 
unstuhle ,PC~ delcrmitzed by U, denoted W”(0, r/r), is the local stable set for 
/’ ‘, the invcrsc or /I With these delinitions, Definition 2.3 above applies to 
fixed points of J’ almost verbatim; WC simply make the obvious change in 
stating condition ii). Then the Coleman Con.jccture for flows 1.1 has a 
natural analoguc for itcratcs diffeomorphisms. For all splittings (s. u), this 
discrete version is false. 
(i) 0 is UI i.SoIutcdfixed point 0f.f; 
(ii) U”(0, G)= Un([W”x (O),) and W”(OT U)= Un({O) x R”); and 
(iii ) j’ is not locully conjll.ycrte to an?’ Iineur di~f~l~nlorphisnz. 
ProqfI We begin by constructing counterexamples for the (s, U) = (1, 1) 
case. Let X(x, ~1) = -x3:F(.y)(Z/&) +J~~.S(J~)(Z/~J), where 9(O) = 0, 
.F(z)=exp(-z-‘) if z#O. Let q(t, (x,~))=(cI(~.x),/~(~,J?)) denote the 
local flow gencratcd by A’. and write r(x) = 2( 1. x) and /I(J) = /I( 1: J.). The 
C”-diffcomorphism ,f’will be the time-one map of the flow generated by a 
rcscaling of X of the form Y(x, 3’) = (1 + F(x, J)) X(X, J), where F: [w2 -+ W 
is supported on a collection (?f9);X:l of flowboxcs dcfincd as follows. For 
each iEZ’. ICI d,= (f)’ and c, = id,. Let U, = (d,, {c;). Vi= (d,, c,), and 
W, = (d,, cc,), where i and [ are independent of i and are chosen to satisfy 
0<;5<5<2 /$ < < < 24, where q5 is a positive constant to be chosen 
lalcr. Then 9 is the curvillinear rectangle defined (see Fig. 3) by 
.:e = (‘IpJ, ,X, ,(fI,, y) I cc , d y d <I;,} n {(x, y) 1 0 d x, ,v d $d, i, where 9 is a 
positive constant less than one, to be specified later. By the condition on c 
and [, no trajectory of X passes through more than one flow-box ,T. 
L ..___.. -- .--_.. 
Now choose a C” bump function I;;: R’ --) [O, I] c R such that 
supp(F,) c *q, F, E 0 on the trajectories through L,‘, and i/v,: and that under 
the flow of (1 + F,) X the point Vi reaches the left edge of .$ (a segment of 
the line with equation I; = I(/(/,) exactly 3 units of “time” before C, does (for 
all i sufficiently large). F,. I& and I// can be chosen so that. if 
F(x. yj = C;_, F’,(.v, ,v)? then the vector iicld Z’S (I + F) X is C ‘- at (0. I!)? 
hence is C” evcrywherc. The details of the construction of such I;, are yuil~e 
delicatc and arc given in Cl I]. Let p(f: (x, y)j denote the local fiow 
generated by Y, and let ,f(x, ,r) = ,u( 1, ( x, !;)): the time one map of p. Then 
.f is a C”-diffeomorphism. WC now show that .f is the required countcr- 
example by examining the Jlimage of vertical lines, The proof is by 
contradiction. 
Hence, suppose there is a linear hyperbolic diffeomorphism R and A 
homeomorphism h of a neighborhood I!,: onto its image such that 
h(O, O)= (0, 0) and. for all PE Ungm-‘(L:). f:h(g)=h, g(p). There is no 
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loss of generality in assuming that CT is a disk, and that a is a diagonal 
matrix with positive entries, contracting the x-axis and expanding the 
.r-axis. We note also that for all II E 7, for all p E U no-“( U), I’” :: /z(p) = 
h 2 (f(P). 
Choose L, E R + so small that, setting S = { (x, v) 1 -L, < x, y < L, ), S, 
11~ .1,4J(S), P~-~.~~(S): and the images of all these sets under h and 12-l arc 
contained in Unh(U). Set L, =z(L?), L=i(L, +L,), and for i= 1, 2 let 
I, = {(x, 1:) i s = L,}. Choose K SO large that, for k 2 K, 9k n x(3, I,) = @. 
For i= I,2 and any k 3 K, set U,<.; =11~ X,,o,( U,,) n I, ( a point): 
V’,c.1 = 11, s..ol( C’,,) nl, (a point), and CV,,,= v,-~~~,~~,( W,) n 1; (a point) (see 
Fig. 3). 
Now consider the image of I, and I, under f’ and ~(t, (x, J)). Since the 
system X is uncoupled: time-l images (under ,u) of that portion of I, below 
U,,,, are vertical line segments until the flow box .i’pk is met. Thus, if the 
image of V,., arrives at the line with equation J = dk at time R,( + dk, 
K,<EZ’, 0~6, < 1, then the image of U,., arrives at time R, + Sk+ 3. 
Since no other flow box is encountered, if S, is the smallest integer such 
that ord(p( R, + 1 + 3 + S,,, Uk,, )) 2 L, (where ord: R* + R: (a. h) H /I): 
then, setting Ai= :M(li) = R, + 3 + S,( E I’, 
(1) 1)(-l. L,)<ord(/l(M, ~~~,,))=ord(f”(I/‘,,))<L, and 
(2) P(2. L,)<ord(&21, v,.,))=ord(J‘“‘(V,,,))<P((3, I-,). 
Thus the image of I, under the M(k)th iterate of f’ is a collection of 
scments of the vertical line x = z,“(L ,) (images of points whose trajectories 
miss a11 the flow boxes) -joined by arcs lying to the left of x= r’V(L,) 
(images of points whose trajectories meet a (unique) flowbox), and the arc 
lying in qro. x ,(*,). together with adjacent vertical lint segments, forms a 
“hook” with low point below the lint y = L, and with high point bctwecn 
J = /1(2, L , ) and 4’ = /1(3. L, ). Set Fig. 3. 
Since f(/*) = I, for the portions of I, and I1 below U,<., and U,,,, we have 
immediately by (I ) and (2) that 
(3) /I(-2, L,)<ord(/i(M, ~:‘k,Z))=~~rd(~“‘(C/~,2))<P(-Ir L,) and 
(4) P(l: L,)dordM.W Vk,2))=ord(.~,2’(V,2))<fJ(2, L ), 
and the situation as drawn in Fig. 3. 
For c>O let I,= {(x,~) 1 x=lz ‘(L,O),O<ydc; and ./,=h(l,). By 
continuity of h there exists c > 0 so small that It, c { (8, J:) 1 L, <x < I,,}. 
Because h conjugates f.and g. an arc of J, lies in the upper half plane. Since 
CT:‘,., --f (L,, 0) as k + x., and by choice of < and [, thcrc exists a K’ 2 K, 
such that for all k 2 K’, there is a point A, E I, satisfying: (i) there exists 
4EYl( r,O,(A,L)nJ,, and (ii) 1173, ord(U,,,))=ord(A,)<ord( IVk ,,,). By 
the latter condition, the trajectory through Ak misses all flow boxes :<. 
COl.EMAN CONJECTURE ! 6:1 
Let Ck= ylc ,x,.,J,(A,)n i, (a point). Let ,4; =,f”‘(&), fY; =.f’“(B,), and 
C;c=f”(C,c). Since AA. B,, C,; and I I,,., arc on unperturbed paths of the 
uncoupled system XT by (1) and (3), 
/j( 1, L, ) < I( 3. ord(,f’TW( U,,,))) = ord( CL ) < ord( & ) < ord( 4; ) 
= /j(3, ord( i‘.“( Z.!,,, ))) < /j(3. L,! ). 
Since the arc component of Jr containing S, imcrsects the unperturbed 
trajectory through W’, ,f”“(J,) snakes through the band between ,I’.“(!. ) 
and /‘,‘“(f,) from a point with ordinate between /I( !, L,) and J1(3, L,) to a 
point with ordinate less than ord(,f”“( W, , I), hcncc has a “hook” with high 
point between ,r = /j( 1, I-,) and j* = /1(3, L, j 1 and with low point below 
v- L, (see Fig. 3). 
Since h is a conjugacy and preserves unstable manifolds, h‘ ’ carries the 
intervals [0, L,‘J and [fl(l: L,), p(3, L,)] in the J.-axis to respective inter- 
vals [O: y1 and [r, s], y < r: in the J-axis. By continuity of ir ’ there exists 
1: >O such that ;:-neighborhoods of the former interval map by t! ’ into 
((I’ -- q),!‘3 )-neighborhoods of the latter intervals. Set E = { (.‘c: 1 ) ) - :x < 
.‘I-<;!, O<J?:f1(31 I!,,)). 
There exists K” 3 K’ so that for k >, K”. ~(!d(/c)~ L2) < ;* (so the “hook’ in 
f “‘(J,,) lies in E) and $“’ ‘(I,,) n h ’ (E) # @. 
NOW 
g”(f,)= (h -” f‘” h)(/,,)== (I1 ” fb’j(,!,,). 
so that 
But this is a contradiction. for the set on the left lies in a vertical line 
segment, whcrcas the set on the right has a *-hook”, since by choice of E; 
’ I cannot rnove the high and low points of the hook in I’,“(J ) far enough 
Fo “unhook” it. This completes the proof in the case that (.s, i) = (1, 1). 
For the general case (.s, u) # (1: I), choose “spherical coordinates” 
(r, .x’,..., x’, ..,) on R” and (p,.~‘~ ,... J,, ’ ) on W”. That is, I’ is the distance 
from the origin in R‘ and (x’,..., x, ,) are coordinates on t.he (s -- I )-sphere 
(whose exact choice is not important); similarly for p and (j!‘:..., l’U ‘). As 
before, let ~(1, (x, v)) = (~‘(2, (x, J)), $(s, J))) denote the focal flow 
generated by the C” vector field Y on W2 constructed above (so that 
iterates of its time-one map put hooks in vertical lines). Define a flow on 
R ’ -’ ” by 
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If J’dcnotes the time-one map of Y, WC claim that f’is not locally conjugate 
to any hyperbolic linear diffeomorphism g of index .Y. The proof by con- 
tradiction of this claim is very much like the proof of the (I, 1 )-case, so we 
will only sketch out the main ideas. 
We assume without loss of generality that K is a diagonal matrix, and 
suppose there is a homeomorphism h of neighborhoods of the origin such 
that I’:, h = h L g. Fix r. > 0 so small that h(r,, O,..., 0) and 
'I'Lo. ,,(k I'IJ- %., 0)) arc in the domain of h. 
Define 
I= {(ro, 0 ,..., 0, p, 0 ,..., 0) 1 p~lw) 
and a mapping 7~: KY” ‘I --+ R’ ’ ‘I by 
7c(r. x, . . . . . x,, , , p. y, ,...: y,, ,) = (r, 0 . . . . . 0: p, 0 ,..., 0). 
The proof is completed by the observation that, as in the (1, I) case, for 
some integer tz, the curve n -J’“-‘h(f) is “hooked” in the (r. p)-plane. Thus 
by continuity of h-’ and n, J-c:;/I !~j’“‘:h(l)=~~ g”(/)=~“(f) must be 
hooked in p-coordinates, a contradiction. 1 
3.2. Remark. The Hartman-Grobman theorem provides not just a local 
topological cquivalcnce, but a local topological cor~jugac~, bctwecn a 
C’-diffeomorphism J and its linear part &(O) (hence between .f’ and any 
hyperbolic linear diffeomorphism) when the latter is hyperbolic. Hcncc it is 
reasonable to ask if Theorem 1.2 holds for topological conjugacy. 
Theorem 3.2 shows that (unless s or u is actually 0) it does not. 
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